MOTHERQUEST AWAKENING TO SACRED

Death Mother
AWAKEN THE WISDOM OF IMPERMANENCE
MODULE FOUR : THE MOTHER WHO OPENS AT ENDINGS

Death Mother
THE MOTHER OF CHANGE

INTRODUCTION
Gentle, tender and incredibly strong, Death Mother has come to sit with you
now as you cross the wide domain of her territory of completions. Her vision
and purpose are to open you to the pure and fearless beauty of endings.
In MotherQuest, Death Mother is not the black-cloaked skeletal reaper
whose ghastly appearance invokes fear and loathing. There is nothing
horrific, fearful or ghoulish about her. Instead, she appears with the sweet
presence of an angel: diaphanous, tender, forgiving and all giving.
Death Mother is the mother soft-hearted and strong enough to carry all your
fears, especially those of letting go. She is the maternal archetype
compassionately sufficient to hold the sword that cut the line between what
was and what is, now. She holds the sacred truth of how all life is transient
and that everything earthborn and human-made will come to pass. Death
Mother’s sacred art is the holy surrender of living in the passionate embrace
of this truth.
Death Mother knows that she is often completely misunderstood; she
understands that often she seems frightening because her power is strong
enough to absorb the projections of all your darkest fears of loss.
Death Mother’s awakening task is to help you explore and transform your
fears.
Her mysteries or wisdom teachings are that beyond fear and endings lies
the magic of openings and new beginnings and the truth of Love, the
sanctuary of a value-rich meaningful world.
Death Mother is not the Mother who holds the emotions of grief and loss,
that powerful initiatory terrain belongs to a different Mother. Instead, Death
Mother is the gatekeeper on the other side of birth, sitting opposite to
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Creation Mother as her mirror and twin. Stepping across Death Mother’s
definitive line into the terrain of endings will require your permanent
transformation.
Yes, she whispers ever so tenderly, Life will never be the same… can you? Will
you? - Open to Love, instead of closing down in fear?
To help you liberate yourself from your anxieties and to detach yourself from
the insanity of a life lived in fear, Death Mother has brought with her a
powerful toolbox of inner resources.
When Death Mother steps into your life, it is time to release your grip of
control, by emancipating your inner jewels of faith and courageousness. Her
presence will stay with you until you embody one of your most profound
feminine superpowers: your capacity to consciously surrender, release, trust
in Love and Let Go.
Death Mother is the fourth Mother in your quest for authentic self and the
last initiatory gateway.
With Death Mother comes the beautiful truth of impermanence and the
release of the illusion that anything outside of yourself ever remains the
same. Love is not only permanent; it is the only thing that IS real.
Death Mother is slowly opening you to remembering that death and endings
are essential and vital aspects of earthly life. Death is our awakener; it
reprioritizes our values and when held wisely, enriches our lives with
tenderness and meaning.
In MotherQuest, the power or third aspect of every mother mandala contains
the essential feminine wisdom for women in their mothering years. The
power aspect of Death Mother teaches the freedom of living in connection to
the cycles of living, dying, completion and rebirth.
She will support you on your Death Walking journey if you are interested, that
is your reclamation of the sacred Women Craft skills of conscious Dying,
vigiling and the spiritual rites of death. However, in her Power Death Mother
truly has only one task, to celebrate your soul to shouting Yes! to being
completely and Fearlessly Alive.
Death Mother’s invitation - for you to embrace

Impermanence
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She who opens at endings

AWAKENING DEATH MOTHER WISDOM
To help you open to all that Human Life has to give you and enable you to elegantly navigate
the human cycles of creation, death, and rebirth, Death Mother has come to be with you. Her
greatest gift is to invigorate your soul’s capacity to transcend beyond a world of fears.
Death Mother is the Sacred Mother Mandala of Wisdom that returns the ancient and necessary
understanding of impermanence. No thing created in sentient life will stay the same.
The once great mountain will eventually be worn down to a grain of sand. The tiny baby will
eventually reach maturity, age and die, water drops rise from rivers become clouds and return to
earth as rivers. Everything in life changes, and as a woman, so do you. Death Mother is with you
know awakening you to the beauty and freedom of the truth of impermanence and she will
help you recentre your whole life in a Love that knows no concept of struggle or fear.
It's your ego-mind that believes you are separate from Love and other beings. Your ego or fear
mind believes in a world of lack, and better than and worse than. Your small self, not your
invincible Spirit, believes in the world of permanence. It is not true that people shouldn’t die,
that children shouldn't die, that dreams shouldn't die, that is our clutching at the illusion of
permanence. Everything will eventually pass.
Your ego makes you believe that this world is only safe if your external world is controllable and
filled with comfort. Your ego also makes you believe that a world without the fulfilment of your
ego's cravings is meaninglessly filled with separation and powerless. But your ego-mind, no
matter how noisily it shouts at you, is not the truth of you. Love is. Death Mother is here to prove
it.
In the present moment, your physical body reacts to fearful situations with hormonal responses
that trigger either a flight or fight responses. In the present moment, your body knows how to
keep you safe. Your body instinctually knows how to deal with fear. However, your untrained
ego-mind doesn’t.
Actually, your untrained mind has no clue how to determine what is real and what is illusionary,
and as a consequence, your thoughts are often your worst enemies. Especially when it comes to
worrying and anxiety. To help you with this, the fears that Death Mother has come to help you
unravel are your patterned responses to these Future Events Appearing Real.
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LIVING FEARLESSLY
In MotherQuest, F.E.A.R happens when our minds respond to situations, take over and remove
us from the immediacy and freedom of Right Now.
Death Mother builds on from Being Mother's Wisdom. When you lose your capacity to be fully
present Right Now and situations trigger old unprocessed emotions or beliefs, and the
thoughts you are thinking about what could happen based on what did happen, are far, far
worse than what actually is happening, you fall into F.E.A.R.
Death Mother is with you helping you to respond in a brand new, innocent way. She asks you to
trust the rainbow of possibilities that lie between the black and white absolute of worst-case
scenarios. She is asking you to let go, trust and OPEN TO LIFE.
It's entirely normal and very human to be scared and have fears. However, the fears created
from your hurt childhood beliefs or unprocessed trauma are the mechanisms that trap you into
frightful scenarios of imagined futures.
It is also entirely normal to be confronted by your ancient emotional history when your creative
children reach the age that you were when your fear responses were created, or when you
reach the age that your parents were when significant incidents happened in your childhood or
adolescence. These fears often feel excruciating, like feeling trapped in a torture chamber of the
worst possible kind.
Death Mother has come to help you emancipate yourself from these old beliefs and
unprocessed emotional memories. She is with you now holding the inner keys to free you from
your emotional bondage. She wants to show you how to shine the bright floodlight of your
adult consciousness onto the dark, scary beliefs that have trapped your peace in the dark
memories of your childhood and by doing so she has come to loosen your white-knuckled grip
of control, avoidance and disempowerment.
Death Mother especially has come to support you to disentangle where you control your
partner or your creative children rather than face your own fears.
Most people are unaware that before we react to a situation in our external world, we feel a
sensation in our bodies. These sensations called Saṅkhāras in Buddhism, are the solidification
of thoughts, memories and emotions. These energetic forms then create feelings in our bodies
that cause emotional reactions.
Most of us don’t feel the rising of these embodied responses because we are too busy being
overloaded by our external world. Most of us experience life and react to it immediately with no
buffer or space between experiencing a situation and responding to it.
In Women's Way, the capacity to slowly respond and not react to the triggers of life is called
strategic depth, That is, the space between our reaction and our projections, Tthe space
between how we experience life and how we reply to it. This space grows as we become more
adult, conscious and awake in our spiritual lives. This space is also necessary to grow the
maturity required to birth the Mystery and wisdom within our soul.
Death Mother has come to help you grow your strategic depth around your fears and your fearbased reactions. She's here to help you understand why you react the way you do, and if the
way you respond – to anything - doesn't serve you - she's with you to help you change it.
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DEATH MOTHER’S

Sacred Quests

SHE CHANGES
It is time to take stock of your world. Peer through open-hearted eyes, and have
a BIG compassionate look at what is really happening your life.
Is there an out-dated habit, personality trait, relationship, aspect of your work, or
a way of being you, that's well and truly past it’s used by date? Is it time for it to
be transformed or released?
Or is there an out-dated habit, personality trait, relationship, aspect of your work,
or a way of being you that you’re refusing to acknowledge or admit to yourself
that it's past done? Have you been loitering in the stagnation of denial because
you can't quite face the truth that this way of life is actually over?
Are you creating stagnation rather than the renewal of life? Are you ready to
look beyond the end of this situation and focus instead on the new life that's
coming?
If so, it is time to use your sacred imagination and let Death Mother masterfully
take her sickle and slice away the deadwood habits, behaviours and patterns
that have run their time.
It’s time to open at endings.
Death Mother is with you know, helping you take action and make your inner
world (soul) congruent with your outer world (persona / daily life).
It's time for you to stop creating struggle in your life.

Death Mother is here to celebrate your feminine capacity to change. She is with
you now supporting you to deeply open the layers of cycles and rhythmic
change within you. Like the moon, our bodies shift and change. Like the tides,
our hormones shift and change, like our birthing bodies our feminine soul opens
and then returns to original form.
Your intrinsic nature is to shift and change. Death Mother is with you now,
helping you to embrace this.
.
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SACRED QUEST

1

Quest One
Taking action with endings
YOUR QUEST TASK

Your first Quest is to clear the deadwood out of your life. Take good stock of your
world and give yourself permission to be brave and resolute.
Write a list in your journal of all the emotional, habitual, relational and physical
things that you know it is time to release, let go, drop and end - permanently.
Especially, the behaviours that take you out of integrity with the values and vision of
your world that awakened during your time with Being Mother.
Once you have written your list, choose one issue and TAKE ACTION.

QUEST 1

Embrace the change that is needed (and remember, Women's Way is gentle. You
don’t have to choose the hardest thing first). For more accountability, feel free to
share your thoughts in our group chat.
Go to your cupboard and release the clothes you haven't worn in the past two years
or no longer fit you or look at your habit of not tracking your spending or taking
responsibility for your finances or the way you cave in and react when someone
challenges your opinion or that job that destroys your soul or the relationship that
robs your creative joy. Is it time to accept that you have changed and open to the
new life that is waiting on the other side of letting go?

QUEST 2

QUEST 3
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AN EXAMPLE

FACING HOW YOU GO BLANK WITH YOUR FINANCES

Commit to become financially sober and track everything you
spend and earn in a notebook, app or online accounting
program.
Organise to have all your bills and direct debits come out on the
same day.
Phone the bank or schedule in automatic payments
Schedule one day a month to be your holy healthy money day
Write a list of the things you will do on the holy healthy money
day (like pay bills, check finances, read a book about investing,
transfer savings, settle accounts etc.)
Decide you’re an empowered financial woman and reframe
your stuff around talking about money.
Write a get out of debt plan and organise payment plans with
creditors.
Look into the messy stuff: Do your tax, call the friends who still
owe you, prepare for your future.
Organise your receipts (that doesn’t include shoving them in a
shoebox)
Roll your super into an ethical super fund, buy gold, start
investing.
Then TAKE ACTION and do those things.
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NOTES
REFLECTIVE THOUGHTS & ACTION TAKING INSPIRATIONS
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EMBRACING YOUR FEARS
Death Mother wants to help you unravel your habitually fearful responses. She
wants to help you find exactly where you hold your fears in your body and
then she wants to help you get clear on how you feel when that fear is
running.
She is also here to help you find new ways of managing your fears by creating
the inner resources - the sacred tools - to help you respond to fear in new
ways, rather than closing down in overwhelm, denial or pain.
Inside every fear-created habit is a frightened inner child who is either
squished by the heavy memory of being attacked or disempowered or she’s
frozen by the aching coldness of the love, nurturing or protection she needed
and didn’t receive.
These memories are asking to be healed.
Thankfully, like your body, your psyche continuously seeks repair.
Homeostasis, the maintenance of your body’s equilibrium, is as much a
psychospiritual yearning as it is a process of metabolic regulation.
Love is always seeking a way to rebalance itself and the seeds of love are
always hiding behind your greatest fears. It will take courage, though and
resilience, the two soul birthing qualities that enable you to act irrespective of
how frightened you feel.
In your second Awakening Death Mother Quest Task, you have the
opportunity to take your exploration deeper than you have gone before. It’s
time to look at your fears directly.
To start, Death Mother is asking you two questions …
What are you most frightened of?
What is the real purpose of that fear?
Take the time to be with your soul and contemplate your inner answers.
Then if or when you’re ready to go even deeper, select one of your fears and
work through the following Quest.
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SACRED QUEST

2

Quest Two
Making Fear your Friend
YOUR QUEST TASKS
Death Mother is here, holding your hand, supporting you as you walk
through her territory of endings and awakening you to a vibrantly fearless life.
In this deeply contemplative and skill-building Quest, there are two parts :
PART A : Learning to track and not react to your fears

Next time you feel your anxiety, denial or need for control rise, instead of
giving into the overwhelming feelings, adopt a mature curiosity about why
you are feeling and reacting that way. Can you explore your fears and the
beliefs underneath them?

QUEST 1

PART B : Learning to use your superpower of Emotional Resourcing

Follow the guidelines on the following pages about how to resource the
inner qualities you need to counteract the overwhelm of fear. Its time to
activate your inner superpowers and make fear your ally.

QUEST 2

QUEST 3
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PART A : TRACKING YOUR FEARS
In your journal, explore the following:
What are you most frightened of?
How does this fear show up in your life?
Is this fear affecting you right now?
Where do you feel it in your body?
This exercise is designed to help you grow the emotional maturity to dispassionately
observe and then track your fears instead of reacting to them and making them real in
your world.
This practice, (called a practice because to master it takes practice) teaches you the
soul art of embracing your fears like a mother embraces her children when they are
scared. In this quest, you are invited to tenderly hold your fearful selves like a child and
use your inner watcher or second attention to explore your reactions, fears, thoughts,
beliefs and feelings to see if they still serve you or if they are outdated and need to be
released and upgraded.
.............................
After sitting with these questions for some time, ask yourself the following questions:
If the fear was a torture chamber, how are you being tortured inside that chamber?
Is it a hole, closed room, are you buried, stretched, stabbed? (It may sound grizzly,
but isn't that how you feel when you’re scared? If it isn’t, write about how you do
feel)
What quality do you need right now to stop feeling disempowered by this fear?
What empowerment or action do you need right now to free yourself from this
place?
The 'empowerment' you seek is an emotion or quality that would help you cope with
what you are experiencing. Strength, courage, resilience, trust, compassion are
common qualities that people call on.
Once you have clarified what the quality or superpower you need is, move on to Part B.
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NOTES
MY UNNECESSARY FEARS ARE ...
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PART B : YOUR INNER SUPERPOWERS
If the qualities you have just described in your journaling could be consolidated into a
fear busting superpower, what superpower would you need?
In Women's Way, you do have superpowers; they are called your Inner Resources. They
are emotional qualities that reinforce and cultivate our ability to face life as it is and
choose love. They do not come from your muscles or the armour of your intellect but
arise from the powerful inner mettle of your feminine soul.
To grow these ‘resources' we need to step into the non-verbal sensory world of feelings
and emotion. Your rational mind is not required for this task, as the Buddhists say, only
your sense doors are necessary. True Superpowers are always an inside job.
When you can name the emotional quality or qualities you need to be an antidote
or escape key to the terror creating torture chamber, do the following exercise:

Find a place and time that you will be uninterrupted and alone for about 15 - 20
minutes.
Gather together a drawing pad (A4 or letter size or larger), some oily/thick crayons
and your sacred imagination.
Spend a short amount of time feeling where you feel your fear in your body Then
find your inner self that is trapped in that fear and what help he/she needs to help it
escape (i.e. love, protection, autonomy, kindness, strength resilience, surrender,
courage, maternal nurturing, fierce compassion, freedom, strength, happiness,
belonging … etc.)
Now imagine that that quality is spreading from your heart through every cell in your
body, warming and bathing you in a beautiful (rose pink) coloured light. Now imagine
you are standing as a statute that represents this quality, stand in the gesture of this
quality. Now walk around the room being this quality embodied and personified.
Take some time in quiet reflection to draw a pictorial representation of this quality. For
Example:
Name the quality out aloud Compassion
Feel into your body what that quality appears like to you Soft like a blanket
Name the colour that it is … Rose pink
The smell of it … Violets and rose
The sound it makes … Mmmmmm
Ask yourself if there is a person (living or dead) an archetype,
or a spiritual force that represents this quality, Mother Mary & Kwan Yin
Spend at least five mins every day for seven days connecting and embodying this
inner resource and watch your superpower grow.
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NOTES
MY EMOTIONAL SUPERPOWERS ARE ...
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ALLOWING DEATH TO BE
YOUR GATEWAY TO LIFE
Once, not too long ago, death was invited into our dining rooms and danced
around our children as often as she danced around our elderly parents and the
infirm.
Death, with all her life inspiring possibilities, was our everyday champion.
Everyone knew she could be just around the corner; life was shorter, less
comfortable and fraught with more adversity. Everyone once knew that life
was short and unpredictable and the time to live, was now.
When in tender or tragic moments, when Death’s stopped dancing and her
unmissable presence arrived, she was not banished, like she is now. Once,
Death, like Birth placed in the centre of family life.
People died at home. The women washed the body or the newly departed and
wrapped them in gowns, just like they washed and swaddled the newborns.
The bodies were laid out in the parlour, the visiting room and family, friends
and community, stopped by to shake the grief and denial out of the families
hearts. Stories were told, memories were shared and then the bodies were
taken to their grave.
Death was a part of life.
What would you be doing if you let your heartbreak open by the Truth of your
impermanence?
The last Gateway Quest of MotherQuest requires deep inner commitment and
a courageous heart. Death Mother wants you to stop falling into the half-life of
denial and is asking you and to wake up and surrender To All That Is.
And so, her challenge is :
How would you live today, if you only had 21 days left to live?
What choices would you make?
What actions would you take?
How would you love differently?
What issues would no longer be important?
What priorities would you make?
Use your journal to explore these questions and make meaningful decisions.
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SACRED QUEST

Quest Three

3

Sacred Life Practice : Preparing for Death
YOUR QUEST TASK
Your final Death Mother Task is to spend 21 days consciously, not morbidly,
preparing for your death. How would you LIVE differently if you knew the next three
weeks were your last to live?

Prepare for your death so you are conscious about all you are leaving behind and
you can live a free and unburdened life.
Prepare for this task the evening before by placing a journal and writing
implements next to your bed and saying a prayer for dream guidance as you drift
off to sleep. With your first thoughts upon waking, ask yourself :

QUEST 1

If I was to die today, how would I love and how would I live?

Then write your answers in your journal. To deepen this inquiry, at a later time,
answer the questions on the following page. This exercise aims to unhook from the
struggle and denial clutter of your unprocessed life and lighten your load.

QUEST 2

QUEST 3
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To deepen this Quest and profoundly
challenge yourself to be fearlessly and radically
alive, you are invited to see your own possible
death as THE greatest opportunity to live and
love like there is NO TOMORROW.

If you were to die tomorrow and leave the state of
your life, your cupboards, your relationships, your
unfinished business to those left behind, would it
be fair? Would it be a blessing? Or would it be a
mess of unfinished dramas?
To help you prepare for living fully and
bequeathing an unburdened love on to your
precious loves, you are invited to answer and
explore the following questions :

1. How would you provide for your children if you
were to die tomorrow?
2. Do you have any relationships that need healing,
forgiving or resolving?
3. Do you have a mess of unsorted ‘stuff’ that other
people would have to sort through?
4. Have you written a will? Are your legal matters in
order?
5. Does your partner know all your passwords?
Secrets? Unfinished obligations? Wishes for a life
without you?
6. Are you at peace with your secrets?
7. Have you told your partner how you want to die
and be buried / cremated?
8. Have you spoken with children about death?
9. Have you resolved your beliefs about what
happens afterlife? Are you peaceful about dying?
13. What makes you unhappy about dying? What
do you have to resolve?
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NOTES
FINAL THOUGHTS & INSPIRATIONS
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A FINAL GIFT OF LIVING LOVE
One of the most beautiful exercises you can do while journeying with Death
Mother is to write a love letter to your children and beloveds.
Take the sacred time to light candles or daydream and then on beautiful paper
with your favourite pen, share your love with your special people. Write the
words that express your heart, and share your hopes for their future, the wisdom
and experience you want them to know and the wishes you have for their life ~
with or without you.
Expect tears, if they come, allow them to flow and let your love and care pour
out onto the page, capturing your heart in time.
This is an exercise you can regularly revisit throughout your life, capturing the
love you have for your children and precious people.
It is also a great exercise to do when your life is particularly full of joy, like after a
major achievement or when your relationships are challenged. This process will
help you capture your joy and return you to the love that flows from your soul.
Allow this sacred process to recenter you in your soul's deepwater of meaning.

SACRED RITUAL
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RITUAL NOTES
A LOVE LETTER TO MY LOVES

WORK & EDUCATION
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SHADOW WORK
Unpacking your shadow of Control

There is an almost unspoken congratulation in our
Western Society that applauds women who have
everything under control. Societally, we commend
women who have it all together, who are ‘A-type
personalities’ and organise their spreadsheets and
lives down to the final millisecond.
In our mundane world, and the world of enterprise,
rational efficiency is always a desirable quality. It is a
delicious relief to be around individuals who can
effortlessly get things done. However, when
grounded in fear, these skills can become a curse in
both personal and creative relationships.
The shadowy dance of Death Mother is where, in the
desperate tango to outrun their own fears or
anxieties, women control their creative children and
intimate partners within an inch of their lives.
Helicopter mother turns into smother mother as a
woman stops her organisation growing because it
confronts her inability to expand. Or when a woman
in desperate need to protect her children from her
fearful world, crushes their creative juices by
depriving them of their basic rights to make

mistakes. Your fears do not belong to our children.
Fears are not the truth; they are challenges of
growth we need to work through on our own.
You cannot stop the flow of life and change around
you. By refusing to open to the new and by refusing
to allow change into your life, you will crush the
creative spark of your creative children. They will be
the ones who carry your fears or be impacted by the
heaviness of your refusal to change.
You cannot work out your own fears by controlling
others. While you control others, you are not
addressing the fears inside yourself. This is obvious
with little creative children, but even more so, as
parents of adolescents when your concerns for your
children’s safety collides with your fears of the world.
Death Mother has come to help you embrace
change, encouraging you to relinquish your fears
and expectations of what your children’s and/or your
partner’s life needs to look like. and focus back on
your own life. Its time to become ruthlessly clear
about which fears are yours and which are the fears
your children do not have to own. It's is time to face
your shadows of Control and denial. Death Mother
has come to tell you; it is time to let go.
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POWER MYSTERIES
Women have unique and therefore sacred, stages of life and psychosexual development.
Every seven years, we move into another life stage, and each phase is uniquely blessed
with its own hormonal shift and embodied initiation. The mystery teachings of Death
Mother honours these life stages and in doing so, returns us the rich celebrations of every
stage of womanhood.
At fourteen, we are no longer a child and not yet the mother that might be in our
biological destiny. At thirty-five, we might have experienced the gift of being with other
women as they journey through the transitions of lover into mother or daughter into a
maiden. Still, we won't have the sacred knowledge, living as a post-menopausal priestess
or an ancient wise woman.
Women's Rites of Passage are as sacred as the rights of birth and death, and Death
Mother holds this wisdom template. How could your life be and what beliefs could you
possible change if you knew that every stage of your womanly life had untold riches, gifts
and pleasures to bring you?
What beliefs about death and dying would also change if you were to learn the spiritual
and physical stages of dying? How would you feel about your own or your loved one's
deaths if you knew the practical and reverent knowledge that enabled you to journey
with death on your own terms? These are the Mysteries of Death Mother's dominion, and
they are your birthright to awaken and know.
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GOING DEEPER
INTO DEATH MOTHER WISDOM
Death Midwifery, Death Walker Training, Palliative
Care, Soul Midwifery, Death Doulas, Stillbirthday
Doulas, and Vigil Keepers are only some of the
training

you

can

explore

to

deepen

“Death is not the greatest loss in
life. The greatest loss is what dies
inside us while we live.”
- Norman Cousins

your

knowledge about death and being with the dying.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
In

three

short

generations

in

most

western

cultures, the knowledge of being with the dying
and death has been outsourced removed from

Stephen Jenkinson - Die Wise
Stephen Levine - A year to live

family life and institutionalised.

Pema Chodron - The fearless heart

In MotherQuest our ordinary everyday lives are the

Megory Anderson - Sacred Dying

temples of our priestessing. I encourage you if you

Zenith Virago - The intimacy of death and dying -

feel called to dive in and explore this deeply

Sogyal Rinpoche - Tibetan book of living and dying

moving and fulfilling aspect of Death Mother's

Bonnie Ware - Top five regrets of the dying

wisdom.

Felicity Warner - Soul Midwives Handbook

Lhamo x

Susan Jeffers - Feel the fear and do it anyway

Davis and Leonard - Women's Wheel of Life
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Death Mother Prayer
Divine Spirit Mother Father God,
Beyond the veils of what I can see
Lies only and forever your love.
Take from me
my separation from you
Take from me my fears
open my heart to trusting
If only for just a moment
that all things are exactly
as they are meant to be.
Let me release my attachment
to how things need to be I
instead, let me open fully
To accepting everything
as it is
Help me find the freedom
that is behind my fears
Today I choose to let go
and return fully to the
LOVE that is
You.
And so it is so,
blessed be.
Amen.
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CHECKLIST ONE
DEATH MOTHER WISDOM

INSTRUCTIONS: To help you stay on track with your Bone Mother Quest and to
help you see how much you achieved this week and by the end of the course,
tick off each task when theyre completed.

LISTEN TO DEATH MOTHER INVOCATION
READ AWAKENING WISDOM NOTES & LIVING FEARLESSLY
COMPLETE SECTION 1 : SHE CHANGES
COMPLETE 1ST QUEST ; I'VE CUT THE DEADWOOD OUT OF MY LIFE
ANXIETY IS BORING, I'VE MADE MY FEARS MY FRIENDS
COMPLETE 2ND QUEST ; MAKING FEAR YOUR FRIEND
COMPLETE SECTION 3 : DEATH IS MY ALLY
I HAVE WRITTEN MY WILL AND I'M PREPARED FOR MY DEATH
I HAVE WRITTEN MY LOVE LETTER TO MY CHILDREN & BELOVED
DO I NEED TO DECONSTRUCT MY SHADOW OF CONTROL?
AM I READY TO BE KEEPER OF WOMEN' RITES OF PASSAGE?
DO I WANT TO EXPLORE DEATH WORK DEEPER?
CAN I ACCEPT THAT EVERYTHING CHANGES?
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"It is not impermanence
that makes us suffer.
What makes us suffer is
wanting things to be
permanent when they
are not."
THI CH NHAT HAHN
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